The invention relates to a method, and a device for performing said method, for allocating power levels to a transmission in a DSL network, the method comprising the steps of: identifying a first and second geographical region as being associated with a subscriber line in the DSL network; defining a first spectral mask having a first set of power levels over a range of frequencies, wherein the first set of power levels are tailored according to a Radio Frequency, RF, environment of the first geographical region; defining a second spectral mask having a second set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the second set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the second geographical region; and constructing a transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line, the transmit spectral mask based on a combination of the first and second spectral masks, including, for each frequency in the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from the first and second spectral masks.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ALLOCATING POWER LEVELS TO A TRANSMISSION IN A DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE NETWORK

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for allocating power levels to a transmission in a DSL network. In particular, this invention relates to using spectral masks for allocating power levels over a range of frequencies for a transmission in the DSL network.

Background to the Invention

Digital Subscriber Lines, DSL, are a common technology for providing digital communication. In early DSL deployments, a broadband connection to a customer's premises was provided by a DSL connection extending over an existing twisted copper pair subscriber line between two DSL modems located in the exchange (Central Office in US terminology) and the customer's premises respectively. As DSL technology developed, a large portion of each DSL connection was replaced with optical fibre by extending the fibre between the exchange and another element in the Access Network, such as the street cabinet (for Fibre-To-The-Node deployments) or Drop Point Unit, DPU (for Fibre-To-The-Dp deployments). The broadband connection then consisted of a fibre connection from the exchange to this intermediate point, followed by a DSL over copper connection to the customer's premises. In some deployments, the broadband connection consisted of a fibre connection all the way to the customer's premises (in Fibre-To-The-Premises deployments).

DSL networks have been upgraded on an ad hoc basis, such that some subscriber lines have been upgraded to any one of the Fibre-to-the-X scenarios above. DSL connections between elements of the DSL network are grouped together in bundles, which now typically comprise a mixture of copper, Fibre-To-The-Node, or Fibre-To-The-Dp connections in a single bundle. This can create an interference (crosstalk) issue between the different types of connections in the bundle. In an example scenario, a bundle includes a first subscriber line consisting of a copper connection between the exchange and the customer's premises, and a second subscriber line consisting of a copper connection from the street cabinet to the customer's premises. In this scenario, a signal on the first subscriber line is transmitted along the copper connection from the exchange, and a signal on the second subscriber line is
transmitted along the copper connection from the street cabinet. Accordingly, the transmit power levels from the street cabinet must be reduced to take into account the level of attenuation of the signal on the first subscriber line. If not (i.e. if the two signals were transmitted at the same power levels), the signal on the second subscriber line would cause a large amount of crosstalk on the first subscriber line.

Network Operators therefore define the transmit power levels for transmissions in the DSL network. This is in the form of a "spectral mask", which defines the power levels for each frequency in the transmission. These spectral masks are defined by the standard bodies for each form of DSL connection (for example, Recommendation ITU-T G.992.5 for ADSL2+ and Recommendation ITU-T G.9700 for G.fast), and are applied to all subscriber lines in the DSL network.

The spectral mask will now be described in more detail, with particular reference to the spectral mask for G.fast connections as described in the G.9700 standard. The transmit Power Spectral Density, PSD, mask ("TxPSDM") is the maximum possible PSD of a transmit signal at a particular frequency for a G.fast transceiver. The TxPSDM is a mixture of the limit PSD mask ("LPM"), which specifies the absolute maximum limit of the TxPSDM, whilst the sub-carrier mask ("SM"), PSD shaping mask ("PSM"), notching mask ("NM") and low-frequency edge stop-band mask ("LESM"), shape and reduce the levels of the LPM to produce the TxPSDM.

The notching masks are capable of "notching out" specific frequency bands by reducing the power levels for those frequency bands to a negligible amount. This is used to ensure that the transmission does not interfere with other Radio Frequency, RF, services, such as local FM, DAB, aeronautical, maritime or military radio. This is particularly relevant for G.fast transmissions as the higher frequencies (compared to other DSL technologies) suffer from a greater level of electromagnetic leakage and share the same RF spectrum with several RF services.

The Network Operator therefore selects a single TxPSDM for all connections of a particular form (e.g. a TxPSDM for all G.fast connections in the DSL network, and a TxPSDM for all VDSL2 connections in the DSL network). When a new connection is set up, the particular TxPSDM for that form of connection is then used for all transmissions on that connection.
The present inventors have realised that the existing methods of allocating power levels to transmission in DSL networks can be improved.

Summary of the Invention

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of allocating power levels for a transmission in a Digital Subscriber Line, DSL, network, the method comprising the steps of: identifying a first and second geographical region as being associated with a subscriber line in the DSL network; defining a first spectral mask having a first set of power levels over a range of frequencies, wherein the first set of power levels are tailored according to a Radio Frequency, RF, environment of the first geographical region; defining a second spectral mask having a second set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the second set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the second geographical region; and constructing a transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line, the transmit spectral mask based on a combination of the first and second spectral masks, including, for each frequency in the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from the first and second spectral masks.

The present invention may therefore provide a tailor made transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line, by only notching out frequencies used in the RF environment of the line. In this manner, the transmit spectral mask only reduces the power levels for frequencies that have a realistic chance of interfering with other RF services in the location of the subscriber line and its associated network elements. This offers increased usage of spectrum (and thus increased bandwidth and data rates) over the prior art method, which would reduce the power levels for all frequencies on each individual line regardless of whether any RF services are going to be interfered with.

Furthermore, the method of the present invention may construct the transmit spectral mask by identifying a hierarchy of increasingly localized geographic regions associated with the subscriber line and combining the spectral masks tailored to the RF environment of those regions. This allows an entity in the DSL network to effectively layer spectral masks together to create bespoke transmit spectral masks, without the computational complexity of individually calculating the transmit spectral mask for each subscriber line.
The first geographical region may be identified by identifying a first network element associated with the subscriber line, and the second geographical region may be identified by identifying a second network element associated with the subscriber line.

The first spectral mask may be a first notching mask and the second spectral mask may be a second notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask may be based on a combination of the first and second notching masks.

The method may further comprise the steps of: identifying a third geographical region as also being associated with the subscriber line, wherein the third geographical region is more localized than the second geographical region; defining a third spectral mask having a third set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the third set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the third geographical region; and the transmit spectral mask may be a combination of the first, second and third spectral masks. Thus, the method of the present invention may also create a transmit spectral mask based on three geographical regions, such as those covering an exchange, Drop-Point Unit and Customer Premises Equipment, associated with a subscriber line.

The third geographical region may be identified by identifying a third network element associated with the subscriber line. The third spectral mask may be a third notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask may be based on a combination of the first, second and third notching masks.

The method may further comprise an initial step of: receiving a request from any one of the network elements for the transmit spectral mask. Thus, the method of the present invention may be performed on a dedicated node in the DSL network, which may construct a transmit spectral mask in response to receiving a request from, for example, any one of the network elements.

The method may further comprise the step of: forwarding the transmit spectral mask to any one of the network elements via a persistent management entity, the persistent management entity having a memory for storing a copy of the transmit spectral mask. Accordingly, the transmit spectral mask may be stored in the persistent management
entity (which may be powered at all times) for backup purposes. The transmit spectral mask would therefore be available to the Drop-Point Unit once it has powered up following a power loss event.

The method of the present invention may therefore advantageously reduce the power level to the minimum power level from any one of the spectral masks. This has the additional benefit of still using that part of the spectrum, but without the risk of interfering with other RF services.

There is also provided a computer program containing computer-executable code which, when executed on a computer, causes the computer to perform the steps of the method of the first aspect of the invention.

According to a second aspect of the invention, there is provided a device for allocating power levels for a transmission in a Digital Subscriber Line, DSL, network, the device comprising: an identifier adapted to identify a first and second geographical region as being associated with a subscriber line in the DSL network; a processor adapted to define a first spectral mask having a first set of power levels over a range of frequencies, wherein the first set of power levels are tailored according to a Radio Frequency, RF, environment of the first geographical region, and a second spectral mask having a second set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the second set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the second geographical region; and a mask constructor adapted to construct a transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line, the transmit spectral mask based on a combination of the first and second spectral masks, wherein the mask constructor is adapted to construct the transmit spectral mask by, for each frequency in the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from the first or second spectral mask.

The identifier may be adapted to identify the first geographical region by identifying a first network element associated with the subscriber line, and to identity the second geographical region by identifying a second network element associated with the subscriber line.
The first spectral mask may be a first notching mask and the second spectral mask may be a second notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask may be based on a combination of the first and second notching masks.

The mask constructor may be adapted to construct the transmit spectral mask by using the minimum power level from either the first or second spectral mask for each frequency in the range of frequencies.

The device may further comprise a transmitter for forwarding the transmit spectral mask to any one of the network elements via a persistent management entity, the persistent management entity having a memory for storing a copy of the transmit spectral mask.

The identifier may be further adapted to identify a third geographical region as also being associated with the subscriber line, the processor may be adapted to define a third set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the third set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the third geographical region, and the transmit spectral mask may be a combination of the first, second and third spectral masks.

One of the network elements may be a Drop-Point Unit, such that the present invention may construct transmit spectral masks for G.fast DSL networks. This is a particularly relevant application due to the range of frequencies used in G.fast overlapping with many other RF services and the level of electromagnetic leakage experienced by these frequencies. However, the present invention may also construct transmit spectral masks for other forms of DSL networks.

**Brief Description of the Figures**

In order that the present invention may be better understood, embodiments thereof will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is an overview of a Digital Subscriber Line network, including an exchange, Persistent Management Entity, Drop-Point Unit, Customer Premises Equipment and a mask constructor of an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the various modules of the Persistent Management Entity, Drop-Point Unit, Customer Premises Equipment and the mask constructor of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of an embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 4 is a graphical representation of the first, second and third level spectral masks and the combined notching mask of an embodiment of the present invention.

**Detailed Description of Embodiments**

An embodiment of a Digital Subscriber Line, DSL, network 1 of the present invention will now be described with reference to Figures 1 to 2. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the DSL network 1, which includes an exchange 10, a Persistent Management Entity, PME, 20, a Drop-Point Unit, DPU, 30, and a Customer's Premises Equipment, CPE, 40. The exchange 10, PME 20, DPU 30 and CPE 40 are all connected by a subscriber line, which consists of a fibre part 16 from the exchange 10 to the DPU 30, and a copper part 15 from the DPU 30 to the CPE 40. The skilled person will understand that the exchange 10, PME 20 and DPU 30 would normally have a one-to-many relationship with network elements lower down in the DSL network hierarchy, but a one-to-one mapping is used in this description for simplicity.

Figure 1 also shows a mask constructor 50 connected, in this embodiment, to the PME 20. As shown in more detail in Figure 2, the mask constructor 50 includes a processor 51, mask database 53 (including a first-level mask database 53a, second-level mask database 53b and a third-level mask database 53c). The mask constructor 50 also includes external connections to an inventory database 55, which stores information on each subscriber line in the DSL network 1 and their associated network elements, and a Radio Frequency, RF, information database 57, which stores information on the RF environment of various geographical regions. The mask constructor 50 is able to construct a transmit spectral mask for transmission along subscriber line, via a method which will be described in more detail below.

The PME 20 (also known as a Persistent Management Agent) is configured to receive and forward requests from the DPU 30 (via the fibre part 16 of the subscriber line and the exchange 10, but also over logical connection 17) for a transmit spectral mask to the mask constructor 50, and forward the transmit spectral mask from the mask
constructor 50 to the DPU 30 and CPE 40, via a processor 21. The PME 20 is also able to store the transmit spectral mask in memory 23, which can be used to reconfigure the DPU 30 in the event of power loss. In this embodiment, and as explained in more detail in Applicant's UK patent application number 1316053.6 (Agent's Ref: A32585), the PME 20 is generally used to store metric data relating to the DPU 30. As the PME 20 has a more reliable power supply than the DPU 30 (which may be reverse powered), the PME 20 may act as a back-up or proxy for critical metric data (such as the transmit spectral mask) in the event the DPU 30 loses power.

The DSL network 1 coexists within radio coverage areas of several radio transmitters. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a regional radio transmitter, having a coverage area enveloping all network elements of the DSL network 1, a first local radio transmitter ("A") having a coverage area enveloping the DPU 30 and CPE 40, a second local radio transmitter ("B") having a coverage area which does not cover any part of the subscriber line, and a home RF transmitter, having a coverage area of the customer's premises. In this embodiment, the customer's premises has an RF receiver (not shown) configured to receive an amateur radio broadcast from a distant location.

Returning to Figure 2, the CPE 40 and DPU 30 each comprise a G.fast transceiver 41, 31, such that they are capable of G.fast transmissions over the copper part of the subscriber line 15. The DPU 30 further includes a DPU Management module 33, which is configured to receive the transmit spectral mask from the mask constructor 50 (via the PME 20). The transmit spectral mask is used by the DPU Management module 33 to define the transmit power levels on a tone-by-tone basis for all transmissions from the G.fast transceiver 31 to the G.fast transceiver 41 over the subscriber line 15. The DPU Management module 33 may therefore control the G.fast transceiver 31 for each transmission to ensure that it never exceeds the maximum transmit power level for each frequency.

In this embodiment, the CPE 40 also includes a CPE Management module 43, which is configured to receive the transmit spectral mask from the mask constructor 50 (via the PME 20 and DPU 30). Again, the transmit spectral mask is used by the CPE Management module 43 to define the transmit power levels on a tone-by-tone basis for all transmissions from the G.fast transceiver 41 to the G.fast transceiver 31 over
subscriber line 15, such that each transmission never exceeds the maximum transmit
power level for each frequency.

The mask constructor 50 contains a mask database 53, which includes first, second
and third-level databases 53a, 53b, 53c divided into a hierarchy. The construction of
each mask in the mask database 53 will be described in more detail below. At a
general level, the mask is based on the frequency usage of other RF services in a
particular region. In this embodiment, the first, second and third levels of the mask
database are based on a hierarchy of regions decreasing in size, such that the first
mask database is associated with larger geographic regions, and the third mask
database is associated with the smallest geographic regions. Each mask defines
power levels tailored according to RF services that are used across that geographical
region.

These masks are stored as notching masks in the mask database 53, together with an
identifier for that region. In this embodiment, each mask (and thus the region it covers)
is identified by a particular network element in that region, such that each first-level
mask is identified by a particular exchange, each second-level mask is identified by a
particular DPU, and each third-level mask is identified by a particular CPE.

The construction of transmit spectral mask for a subscriber line will now be described
with reference to Figures 3 and 4. As a first step (step S1), the DPU 30 is in an
initialization state and requests a transmit spectral mask from the PME 20. This
request includes a DPU identifier and is forwarded by the processor 21 of the PME 20
to the processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 (step S2).

The processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 is configured to prepare transmit spectral
masks for each line associated with that DPU 20 in response to this request. In step
S3, the processor 51 identifies each subscriber line associated with that DPU 20, and,
in step S4, identifies each network element associated with each subscriber line. In
this example, the processor 51 identifies a single subscriber line and the exchange 10,
DPU 30 and CPE 40 as the network elements associated with that subscriber line
(although the processor 51 would usually identify several subscriber lines associated
with the DPU, and their corresponding network elements). These identification steps
are achieved by the processor 51 looking up the relevant information in external
inventory 55, which has been populated with information on each subscriber line in the network and its associated network elements (this would usually be populated by the Network Operator as the lines are commissioned).

Once the processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 has identified the network elements associated with each subscriber line of the DPU 30, it may then determine the area that may be affected by RF leakage from the subscriber line and each of its associated network elements. As shown in Figure 1, the processor 51 determines an area of potential RF leakage surrounding the subscriber line. The skilled person will understand that the most of the RF leakage will occur around the copper part 15 of the subscriber line, the DPU 30 and the CPE 40. The processor 51 may then retrieve notching masks for this particular area from the mask database 53.

Accordingly, the processor 51 retrieves a first-level notching mask from the first-level database 53a. This is achieved, in this embodiment, by the processor 51 sending a request including an identifier of the exchange 10 to the first-level database 53a, which then retrieves the corresponding notching mask for that exchange’s region. This notching mask only includes notches corresponding to the frequencies used by other RF services which are used over a very large area, such as nationwide RF services or those used in the entire region in which the subscriber line is based (e.g. those used by the regional radio transmitter in Figure 1).

The processor 51 also retrieves a second-level mask from the second-level database 53b. This is achieved, in this embodiment, by the processor 51 sending a request including an identifier of the DPU 30 to the second-level database 53b, which retrieves the corresponding notching mask for the DPU’s region. The second-level mask includes notches for frequencies that are used on a more local level, such as those used in the area surrounding the DPU 30 (e.g. the frequencies used by local radio transmitter A, but not local radio transmitter B). In this embodiment, the mask for the DPU’s region also includes notches for frequencies used by the distant amateur radio.

In this embodiment, the processor 51 also retrieves a third-level notching mask from the third-level database 53c. The third-level notching mask includes notches for frequencies used in the customer’s premises (e.g. the home RF transmitter).
In a more complicated arrangement, each region may comprise a grid of smaller regions (such that each first-level region contains several second-level regions, which contains several third-level regions) and the processor 51 may be configured to calculate each region associated with the subscriber line based on the network elements associated with the subscriber line and the region between each network element through which the subscriber line passes. The mask database 53 may then contain the notching masks specific to the RF environment of each region, and the processor 51 may retrieve each notching mask by sending the identifiers for each region the subscriber line passes through to the mask database 53.

In a scenario with a greater number of subscriber lines, the processor 51 would retrieve the notching masks for each subscriber line of the DPU 30.

Once the processor 51 has received these notching masks, it may construct a transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line based on a combination of each of these notching masks (step S7). In this embodiment, the processor 51 creates a combined notching mask based on the combination of each of the first, second and third-level notching masks, and applies this combined notching mask with the limit PSD mask to create the transmit spectral mask. This process of creating a combined notching mask is shown in more detail in Figure 4, which illustrates the first, second and third-level notching masks and the resultant notching mask. In this embodiment, the processor 51 is configured to construct the transmit spectral mask by using a minimum function. Accordingly, for each frequency in the frequency range, the notching mask uses the minimum power for that frequency from the exchange, DPU, or CPE notching masks.

In a scenario in which the DPU 30 includes more subscriber lines, the transmit spectral mask for each subscriber line (based on the notching masks for each subscriber line's region) is constructed using the same method.

The processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 then forwards the transmit spectral mask for each subscriber line to the DPU 30. The transmit spectral masks are therefore forwarded via the PME 20, which stores a local copy in memory 23 for backup purposes. The DPU 30 receives the transmit spectral masks at the DPU Management module 33 (and also stores a copy in memory) ready for port activation (step S7).
During the training phase of operation (step S8), the DPU 30 also sends the transmit spectral mask to the CPE Management module 43 (which may be stored in memory). The DPU 30 and CPE 40 then configure their transmissions over subscriber line 15 such that the transmit power level does not exceed the power levels specified in the transmit spectral mask.

In this embodiment, the DPU 30 is configured to refresh the transmit spectral masks after a predetermined period of time (e.g. seven days). Accordingly, the DPU 30 is configured to send a new request for new notching masks to the PME 20, which repeats the steps outlined above. In the event any one of the masks in the mask database has been updated (explained in more detail below), then the DPU 30 and CPE 40 receive an updated transmit spectral mask which may be applied to the subscriber line during a retraining phase. In another arrangement, the processor 51 is configured to detect that the mask database 53 has been updated, and may then create updated notching masks automatically and push an updated transmit spectral mask to the relevant DPUs. The DPUs can then apply the updated transmit spectral mask during the next retraining phase.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a method of allocating power levels to transmissions in a DSL network by creating transmit spectral masks on a per line basis which are tailored to the RF environment of that line. That is, the present invention accurately identifies the frequencies which would otherwise be affected by electromagnetic leakage from the subscriber line and its associated network elements, and creates a transmit spectral mask in which only these frequencies are notched out. This has significant technical benefits to both the DSL network and any other system using the RF spectrum. In the prior art, notching masks are applied to the limit PSD mask which reduces the power levels for a large range of RF frequencies. However, these frequencies may not be used in all locations, such that this spectrum is not actually being used in many areas and thus available for the DSL network. Accordingly, the method of the present invention utilizes a greater proportion of the spectrum, without causing interference to other RF services, by using transmit spectral masks which are constructed for the RF environment of that line.

Furthermore, the present invention achieves this goal by layering a series of notching masks, wherein each layer of mask notches out frequencies which are more specific to
the geographical region of the subscriber line. Thus, a first level mask contains notches which are used over a large geographical region, a second level mask contains notches which are used over a smaller geographical region, and a third level mask contains notches which are used over an even smaller geographical region. In this manner, the present invention creates an overall notching mask for the line which is specific to that line, but only involves identifying its area of RF leakage and layering corresponding masks of increasing specificity to that line. Accordingly, this method of constructing masks reduces the computational complexity of constructing a spectral mask for each line. The present invention therefore balances the potential loss of spectrum (due to an inaccurate notching mask) with computational complexity (of producing a perfect notching mask for the line).

The method of constructing the first, second and third level notching masks will now be described. As a general rule, each mask is based on the frequency usage of other RF services which cover a particular geographical region.

To create a first-level mask, the mask constructor may use nationwide and regional factors when constructing the notching mask. For example, the mask constructor 50 may use spectrum maps (generally issued by national communications regulators, such as Ofcom in the United Kingdom) to determine what frequencies are used by other RF services on a nationwide level or across that particular region. To ensure that these frequencies are genuinely at risk of being interfered with by the DSL network, the mask constructor 50 may use the locations of the transmitters for these other RF services and a propagation model (i.e. taking into account the inverse square attenuation of the signal through the air and the greater levels of attenuation due to geographical obstructions) to determine the extent of reduction required for the power levels of the first-level notching mask in order to prevent interference with these transmitters, or whether the power levels need to be reduced at all.

The mask database 53 may therefore include a plurality of first-level masks, each for a particular region and including only the frequencies which are used in that particular region. Each first-level mask may be stored in the first-level database 53a with a corresponding identifier. In one embodiment, the geographical region may cover an area enveloping each subscriber line for a particular exchange. The notching mask for
this region thus covers frequencies used in this area and can use the particular exchange as an identifier.

To create a second-level mask, the mask constructor 50 may again use spectrum maps from the national communications regulator to determine what frequencies are used by other RF services. However, as the region covered by the second-level mask is smaller than a first-level mask, the mask constructor 50 may perform a more detailed analysis of the propagation model from transmitters in the region to determine if those frequencies are genuinely at risk. Furthermore, the mask constructor 50 may also consult a database of local radio frequencies to determine if any other frequencies need to be reduced to ensure there is no impact on local RF services. This may include amateur radio licenced bands or satellite uplinks (e.g. a Radio Astronomy Receiver). In another method, the RF environment of the region could be directly measured to determine exactly what radio frequencies are in use in the area.

As noted above, the customer's premises may include an amateur radio receiver for receiving long-range RF transmissions. To mitigate any interference, the second-level notching mask for the geographical region of the customer may include notches for that RF transmission. In the arrangement in which the second-level mask is identified by the particular DPU in that region, the second-level mask identified by the DPU serving that customer, and those identified by nearby DPUs, may include notches for that RF transmission. The mask constructor 50 may be configured to receive requests from customers that a particular frequency is being used, and it may update the masks in the mask database accordingly.

The mask database 53 may therefore include a plurality of second-level masks, each for a particular region and including only the frequencies which are used in that particular region. The skilled person will understand that as the geographical region of a first-level mask is greater than that of the second-level mask, there would be several second-level masks corresponding to more specific areas within the first-level mask and covering only the RF services used in that particular area. The second-level notching masks may be stored in the second-level database 53b with a corresponding identifier for that region. In one embodiment, the geographical region may cover an area enveloping each subscriber line of a particular DPU. The notching mask for this
region thus covers frequencies used in this area and can use the particular DPU as an identifier.

To create a third-level mask (which generally corresponds to a very small geographical area, such as the customer's premises), the RF environment of the customer's premises may be directly measured (this may be done at the time of CPE deployment). This may be performed to ensure there is no interference with an in-home broadcast receiver. The notching mask for the CPE may then be constructed to reduce the power levels for only those frequencies which are used across the geographical region of the customer's premises.

The skilled person will understand that there are other methods and sources of RF information that could be used to create the notching masks for each geographical region. For example, the mask constructor 50 may use an initial mask and iteratively update it in response to analysis of RF interference events or a request for protection from a specific radio user in a particular geographic area.

As noted above, the processor 51 is configured to retrieve the masks corresponding to the region of a subscriber line and its network elements. This is achieved, in the above embodiment, by the processor 51 identifying the various network elements the subscriber line is associated with and retrieving notching masks tailored to the geographical region of that network element (wherein the notching masks for higher level network elements, such as the exchange, typically notch out frequencies used across a large geographical region, whereas notching masks for lower-level network elements, such as the DPU or CPE, typically notch out frequencies used across a smaller geographical region). This provides a simple method of identifying the relevant regions and producing notching masks tailored for those regions. However, the skilled person will understand that other methods may be used in the present invention. For example, the processor 51 may be configured to map out the area of RF leakage from all points of the subscriber line (i.e. including the region surrounding the subscriber line as it extends between two network elements), identify these geographical regions and retrieve the relevant masks from the mask database 53. This may include one or more masks from each level of the mask database 53.
As noted above, the mask constructor 50 is capable of updating the notching masks for each geographical region over time. The skilled person will understand that the information on the RF environment on each geographical region may be updated periodically (e.g. by future measurement, or in response to complaints of RF interference), and the mask constructor 50 may then create an updated notching mask and store it in the mask database 53 together with the corresponding identifier for that geographical region. Thereafter, the mask constructor 50 will create a transmit spectral mask from the updated notching masks for that geographical region, which is then reported (either automatically or in response to a request) to the DPU 30 to be applied at the next retraining event.

The skilled person will understand that it is not essential to build the transmit spectral masks from all of the first, second and third-level masks. The present invention may instead identify just two geographical regions associated with a subscriber line, and construct a transmit spectral mask by combining the notching masks for these two geographical regions. In most circumstances, the first and second-level masks would be the most important, as these cover the largest geographical regions and therefore have the greatest impact on other RF services.

Furthermore, the skilled person will understand that it is not essential for the method of the present invention to be performed in a single processing module or a dedicated unit. That is, performance of the various steps could be distributed about several processing modules which may be distributed anywhere in the network. It is also non-essential to route the transmit spectral mask through the PME 20, but beneficial as the PME 20 may store the transmit spectral mask for backup purposes (as it has a dedicated power supply).

The above description relates to a G.fast DSL deployment. This is the most relevant form of DSL for this invention as the frequencies used are more susceptible to RF leakage and also overlap with other popular RF services. However, the skilled person will understand that the present invention is applicable to all forms of DSL (current or future versions). For example, the present invention is equally applicable to VDSL and VDSL2, in which a notching mask for the street cabinet may be stored in the mask database. In this scenario, the street cabinet can forward a request for a transmit spectral mask to the mask constructor 50, which can then create transmit spectral
masks for all subscriber lines associated with the street cabinet using the street cabinet's notching mask.

In the above description, the transmit spectral mask is constructed by taking the minimum power level for each frequency from the first, second and third-level notching masks. This has the added benefit of only reducing the power levels to the extent necessary to reduce any impact on other RF services. However, the skilled person will understand that another method may be applied of simply reducing the power level of the transmit spectral mask to zero or a negligible amount for any frequency which may affect other RF services in the RF environment of the exchange, DPU or CPE or the subscriber line. This may be achieved by applying an 'OR' function when computing the transmit spectral mask.

The skilled person will understand that any combination of features is possible within the scope of the invention, as claimed.
CLAIMS

1. A method of allocating power levels for a transmission in a Digital Subscriber Line, DSL, network, the method comprising the steps of:
   5 identifying a first and second geographical region as being associated with a subscriber line in the DSL network;
   10 defining a first spectral mask having a first set of power levels over a range of frequencies, wherein the first set of power levels are tailored according to a Radio Frequency, RF, environment of the first geographical region;
   15 defining a second spectral mask having a second set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the second set of power levels are tailored according to a RF environment of the second geographical region; and
   20 constructing a transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line, the transmit spectral mask based on a combination of the first and second spectral masks, including, for each frequency in the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from the first and second spectral masks.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the first geographical region is identified by identifying a first network element associated with the subscriber line, and the second geographical region is identified by identifying a second network element associated with the subscriber line.

3. A method as claimed in either Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the first spectral mask is a first notching mask and the second spectral mask is a second notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask is based on a combination of the first and second notching masks.

4. A method as claimed in Claim 3, further comprising the step of:
   30 forwarding the transmit spectral mask to any one of the network elements via a persistent management entity, the persistent management having a memory for storing a copy of the transmit spectral mask.

5. A method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, further comprising the steps of:
   35 identifying a third geographical region as also being associated with the subscriber line;
defining a third spectral mask having a third set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the third set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the third geographical region; and
the transmit spectral mask is a combination of the first, second and third spectral masks.

6. A method as claimed in Claim 5, wherein the third geographical region is identified by identifying a third network element associated with the subscriber line.

7. A method as claimed in either Claim 5 or Claim 6, wherein the third spectral mask is a third notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask is based on a combination of the first, second and third notching masks.

8. A method as claimed in any one of Claims 5 to 7, wherein the step of creating the transmit spectral mask includes:

for each frequency in the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from the first, second and third spectral masks.

9. A computer program containing computer-executable code which, when executed on a computer, causes the computer to perform the steps of the method of any one of Claims 1 to 8.

10. A device for allocating power levels for a transmission in a Digital Subscriber Line, DSL, network, the device comprising:

an identifier adapted to identify a first and second geographical region as being associated with a subscriber line in the DSL network;
a processor adapted to define a first spectral mask having a first set of power levels over a range of frequencies, wherein the first set of power levels are tailored according to a Radio Frequency, RF, environment of the first geographical region, and a second spectral mask having a second set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the second set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the second geographical region; and

a mask constructor adapted to construct a transmit spectral mask for the subscriber line, the transmit spectral mask based on a combination of the first and second spectral masks, wherein the mask constructor is adapted to construct the transmit spectral
mask by, for each frequency in the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from the first or second spectral mask.

11. A method as claimed in Claim 10, wherein the identifier is adapted to identify the first geographical region by identifying a first network element associated with the subscriber line, and to identify the second geographical region by identifying a second network element associated with the subscriber line.

12. A method as claimed in either Claim 10 or Claim 11, wherein the first spectral mask is a first notching mask and the second spectral mask is a second notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask is based on a combination of the first and second notching masks.

13. A device as claimed in any one of Claims 10 to 12, further comprising a transmitter for forwarding the transmit spectral mask to any one of the network elements via a persistent management entity, the persistent management entity having a memory for storing a copy of the transmit spectral mask.

14. A device as claimed in any one of Claims 10 to 13, wherein the identifier is further adapted to identify a third geographical region as also being associated with the subscriber line, the processor is adapted to define a third set of power levels over the range of frequencies, wherein the third set of power levels are tailored according to an RF environment of the third geographical region, and the transmit spectral mask is a combination of the first, second and third spectral masks.

15. A device as claimed in Claim 14, wherein the identifier is adapted to identity the third geographical region by identifying a third network element associated with the subscriber line.

16. A device as claimed in either Claim 14 or Claim 15, wherein the third spectral mask is a third notching mask, and the transmit spectral mask is based on a combination of the first, second and third notching masks.

17. A device as claimed in any one of Claims 15 to 16, wherein the mask constructor is adapted to construct the transmit spectral mask by, for each frequency in
the range of frequencies, using the minimum power level for that frequency from either the first, second or third spectral mask.
DPU 30 sends a request for a transmit spectral mask to the PME 20

Processor 21 of the PME 20 forwards the request to the mask constructor 50

Processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 identifies each subscriber line associated with the DPU 30

Processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 identifies each network element associated with each subscriber line

Processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 retrieves notching masks for each geographical region of each network element of each subscriber line

Processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 constructs a transmit spectral mask for each subscriber line associated with the DPU 30

Processor 51 of the mask constructor 50 forwards the transmit spectral masks to the DPU 30

DPU Management module 33 forwards the transmit spectral masks for each subscriber line to a CPE Management module 43 of a CPE 40 associated with each subscriber line
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